The analysis of the transfer matrices associated to the most general representations of the 8-vertex reflection algebra on spin-1/2 chains is here implemented by introducing a quantum separation of variables (SOV) method which generalizes to these integrable quantum models the method first introduced by Sklyanin. More in detail, for the representations reproducing in their homogeneous limits the open XYZ spin-1/2 quantum chains with the most general integrable boundary conditions, we explicitly construct representations of the 8-vertex reflection algebras for which the transfer matrix spectral problem is separated. Then, in these SOV representations we get the complete characterization of the transfer matrix spectrum (eigenvalues and eigenstates) and its non-degeneracy. Moreover, we present the first fundamental step toward the characterization of the dynamics of these models by deriving determinant formulae for the matrix elements of the identity on separated states, which apply in particular to transfer matrix eigenstates. The comparison of our analysis for the 8-vertex reflection algebra with that of [1, 2] for the 6-vertex one leads to the interesting remark that a profound similarity in both the characterization of the spectral problems and of the scalar products exists for these two different realizations of the reflection algebra once they are described by SOV method. As it will be shown in a future publication, this remarkable similarity will be at the basis of the simultaneous determination of form factors of local operators of integrable quantum models associated to general reflection algebra representations of both 8-vertex and 6-vertex type.
Introduction
In the framework of the quantum inverse scattering method (QISM) [3] - [15] , we analyze the class of 1D lattice integrable quantum models associated to monodromy matrices which are the most general solutions of the reflection algebra [16] - [21] w.r.t. the elliptic 8-vertex R-matrix. It is worth commenting that these models have attracted a large interest which goes beyond the community of quantum integrability. This is in particular true for representations associated to non-diagonal integrable boundary matrices which have proven to be hard to describe by standard Bethe ansatz analysis [22] - [29] and which allow to describe interesting out of equilibrium physical systems and for which already in the 6-vertex case a very large literature has been developed to address with different methods the associated transfer matrix spectral problems 1 [30] - [46] . The homogeneous limit of the 8-vertex reflection algebra representations that we analyze in this paper leads to the description of open XYZ spin-1/2 quantum chains with the most general integrable boundary conditions. For these integrable quantum models, we introduce a quantum version of the separation of variables (SOV) in the spirit of the works [47] pioneered by Sklyanin. In our SOV approach we both obtain the complete characterization of the transfer matrix spectrum (eigenvalues and eigenstates) and we derive simple determinant formulae for the scalar products of transfer matrix eigenstates. In particular, starting from the original spin-1/2 representations of the 8-vertex reflection algebra we explicitly construct a new (SOV) basis of the space of the representations for which the transfer matrix spectral problem is separated and completely characterized in terms of the set of solutions to a inhomogeneous system of N quadratic equations in N unknowns, where N is the size of the chain. It is also worth remarking that in our SOV approach, it is simple to prove the complete integrability 2 of the associated quantum models, i.e. the fact that the transfer matrix forms a complete set of commuting conserved charges on the space of the representation. One fundamental finding of the SOV analysis here developed is that the pseudo-measure entering in the SOV spectral decomposition of the identity is simply expressed as the inverse of determinants of N × N Vandermonde's matrices. It is then central to observe that all the SOV representations constructed so far in [51] - [53] associated to 6-vertex representations of the Yang-Baxter and reflection algebra share just the same structure of inverse of Vandermonde's determinant for these pseudomeasures. This observation is even more important once we point out that the SOV spectral decompositions of the identity have a different structure of the pseudo-measures in the case of the transfer matrices associated to both the 8-vertex representation of the Yang-Baxter algebra [57] and the elliptic representations of the 6-vertex dynamical Yang-Baxter algebra [58] . Indeed, in [56] and [59] a different determinant form has been derived for these pseudomeasures. It is then the combined use of the SOV method and of the reflection algebra which allows an amazing simultaneous description of the spectral and dynamical problems for the 8-vertex and 6-vertex transfer matrices which will be used in future publications to solve simultaneously these dynamical problems.
Let us resume here some results and difficulties appearing in the preexisting literature on the analysis of these 8-vertex integrable quantum models; this also to clarify the reasons of interest and novelty in our SOV analysis. In [57] Baxter has defined the intertwining vectors or gauge transformations, in order to be able to use Bethe ansatz techniques to analyze the spectral problem 3 of the transfer matrix associated to 8-vertex Yang-Baxter algebra representations. The use of gauge transformations allows in particular to define pseudo-reference states opening the possibility to analyze these 8-vertex spectral problems by using the algebraic Bethe ansatz (ABA) [3] - [4] as derived in [5] . The Baxter's gauge transformations have been used also in [64] to analyze the spectral problem associated to the 8-vertex reflection algebra in the ABA framework, see also [30] for the 6-vertex case. Anyhow, it is important to remark that in the framework of Bethe ansatz persists the general problem related to the proof of the completeness of the spectrum description 4 and constrains are required to implement the spectral analysis of these models. In the case of 8-vertex transfer matrices associated to periodic boundary conditions the following two constrains are introduced: the number of sites of the quantum chains has to be even and the values allowed of the coupling constant η are restricted to the elliptic roots of unit. These two constrains do not appear instead in the description by ABA of the 8-vertex transfer matrices associated to open boundary conditions, which already in this ABA framework reflects a simplification occurring when we consider 8-vertex reflection algebras. However, to make ABA working it is required to introduce constrains between the boundary parameters, as done in [64] , i.e. the 8-vertex transfer matrix spectral problems associated to the most general representations of the reflection algebra cannot be analyzed by using ABA. As mentioned above all these problems are overcome in our SOV framework and it is possible to describe the complete 8-vertex spectrum for all closed [56, 59] and open integrable boundary conditions. A part the constrains for the spectral analysis one central difficulty in the ABA framework is the solution of the dynamical problem. Indeed, in this 8-vertex framework a scalar product analogue 5 to the 6-vertex Slavnov's formula [70] is missing for both closed and open boundary conditions. In fact, this is the first fundamental missing step toward the computation of correlation functions according to the Lyon group method developed in [71] - [75] for the 6-vertex transfer matrix associated to the Yang-Baxter algebra representations and generalized to some classes of 6-vertex reflection algebra in [76] - [78] . It is then clear the need to overcome these problems in order to compute matrix elements of local operators on 8-vertex transfer matrix eigenstates and so the importance of the results derived in the SOV approach both here for the reflection algebra case and in [56, 59] for the Yang-Baxter algebra case.
Reflection algebra
In the framework of the quantum inverse scattering method, a class of quantum integrable models characterized by monodromy matrices solutions of the 8-vertex elliptic reflection equations is here introduced.
Representations of 8-vertex reflection algebra on spin-1/2 chains
Let us start introducing the following 2 × 2 matrix [79] :
where 6 :
3) 4 The numerical analysis developed in [65] provides some evidence of the completeness of the spectrum description for the periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix. 5 When some special type of double constrains on the boundary parameters are satisfied some steps in this direction have been done for both 6-vertex and 8-vertex case in [66, 67] and some related analysis appear also in [68, 69] . 6 The theta functions here used are those defined in [80] with the following change of notation in their arguments (λ|x) instead of (u|τ ).
and:
Here ζ, κ and τ are arbitrary complex parameters and K(λ; ζ, κ, τ ) is the most general scalar solution 7 of the following 8-vertex reflection equation:
where:
is the elliptic solution of the 8-vertex Yang-Baxter equation:
is a 2-dimensional linear space and:
Once we define:
the coefficients of R
0a (λ) also read:
Two classes of solutions to the reflection equation (2.6) are here constructed following [18] on the 2 N -dimensional representation space R N ≡ ⊗ N n=1 R n of the chain. Here R n is the 2-dimensional local space associated to the site n of the chain. Let us use introduce the notations: 14) where ζ ± , κ ± , τ ± are arbitrary complex parameters, the a ± (λ), b ± (λ), c ± (λ) and d ± (λ) are defined by (2.1). The bulk monodromy matrix: 
Then we define the boundary monodromy matrices U ± (λ) ∈ End(R 0 ⊗ R N ) as it follows:
18) 19) where:
+ (−λ) are the two solutions of the 8-vertex reflection equation:
As proven in [18] , from these monodromy matrices a commuting family of transfer matrices T (λ) ∈ End(R N ) is defined by:
We characterize here the eigenvalues and eigenstates of this transfer matrix and the matrix elements of the identity in the transfer matrix eigenstates. Note that after the homogeneous limit (ξ n → 0 for any n ∈ {1, ..., N}) the analysis here develop applies to open spin-1/2 XYZ quantum chains under the most general non-diagonal integrable boundary conditions:
Indeed, this Hamiltonian was reproduced in [79] in this homogeneous limit by the derivative of the transfer matrix (2.22).
Properties of reflection algebra generators
The generators of the reflection algebra A − (λ), B − (λ), C − (λ) and D − (λ) satisfy some important properties that we prove here. We define first the following functions:
and
where: 28) moreover the following identities hold:
Moreover, it holds:
where in the reflection algebra generated by the elements of U − (λ) the quantum determinant: 33) where ǫ = ±1, is central:
Moreover, it admits the following explicit expression:
Proof. This proposition is the 8-vertex analog of Proposition 2.1 of [1] ; as in this last proposition we can derive also this 8-vertex case following Sklyanin's article [18] . The following identity holds:
being:
where we have defined:
Then the identity (2.31) is obtained by the following chain of identities:
and we have used that:M
where
is the bulk quantum determinant, first proven to be central for the 6-vertex case in [82] . Then det q U − (λ) is central its explicit expression (2.35) follows observing that it holds:
Sklyanin's representation (38) [18] for the quantum determinant works clearly also for the 8-vertex case and so, defined by
the "algebraic adjoint" of the boundary monodromy matrix U − (λ), U − (λ) admits the following explict form in the 8-vertex case: 45) and it satisfies the identity (41) [18] : 46) and so from the identity (2.31) it follows: 47) which by using (2.45) implies the symmetry properties (2.27) and (2.28). Finally, let us remark that the identities in (2.29) and (2.30) can be proven by direct computations and in fact they just coincides with (2.27) and (2.28) for the scalar case N=0.
Similar statements hold for the reflection algebra generated by U + (λ), as they are simply consequences of the previous proposition being U 
Proof. The identity (2.48) can be proven by using the following list of the identities:
once we observe that the following identities holds: 
Baxter's gauge transformations and central properties
Notations
Let us introduce the following 2 × 2 matrices:
Here, α and β are arbitrary complex number and for simplicity we have introduced the notation θ(λ) ≡ θ 1 (λ|ω) and we omit the index α as it does not play an explicit role in the following. These covectors/vectors satisfy the following relations:
Baxter's gauge transformation
The Baxter's gauge transformations, first introduce in [57] , have the following matrix form:
(λ 12 |β) is the elliptic solution of the following dynamical 6-vertex Yang-Baxter equation [58] :
(λ 12 |β), (3.12) and it has the form:
where a(λ), b(λ|β) and c(λ|β) are defined by:
Historically, Baxter has used first a vectorial representation for these transformations, which explicitly reads: 18) this clarifies the original use of the terminology intertwining vectors for these gauge transformations.
Gauge transformed boundary operators and their properties 3.3.1 Definitions
Let us define the following bulk gauge transformed monodromy matrices: 20) and the following boundary one:
Main symmetries
The following rescaled gauge transformed boundary operators: 
while B − (λ|β) and C − (λ|β) satisfy the following independent parity relations:
where:Ũ
and the quantum determinant admits the representation, for both ǫ = ±1:
Proof. Let us first prove the equation (3.28) , by definition it holds:
and then: 33) and similarly:Ũ
From these identities the expressions for the quantum determinant in terms of gauge transformed operators directly follow. Moreover, defined:
the identities:
can be shown by direct computation expanding both the elements ofŨ − (λ|β) and U − (λ|β) in terms of the ungauged elements of U − (λ). Then the formulae (3.25) and (3.27) are simply derived by using the above identities and the identity:Ũ
Commutations relations
All the commutation relations that we need to define the left and right SOV representations of the gauge transformed generators of the reflection algebra are contained in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. The following commutation relations are satisfied:
42)
Proof. The first two commutation relations were first presented in the paper [64] and the others can be derived similarly by using the Baxter's gauge transformation properties and the reflection equation.
Note that these commutation relations for the gauge transformed generators of the 8-vertex reflection algebra exactly coincides with those of the gauge transformed 6-vertex ones once we transform the function θ() in sinh(). This observation and the remark that the first coefficients both in (3.41) and in (3.42) do not depend from the gauge parameters and coincide (under the same elliptic to trigonometric transformation) with those appearing in commutation relations of the original 6-vertex reflection algebra are at the basis of the strong similarity in all the SOV representation of reflection algebra generators. This will appear clearly comparing the SOV representation of the gauge transformed generators in the 8-vertex reflection algebra here derived with those of the 6-vertex reflection algebra in the gauged [2] and ungauged [1] cases.
β-parity relations Lemma 3.2. The gauge transformed generators satisfy the following symmetry:
which in terms of matrix elements reads:
Proof. The proof is a trivial consequence of the following simple identities:
e.g. we have that:
Transfer matrix representations in terms of gauge transformed boundary operators
Let us introduce the vectors:
, (3.48)
, (3.49) and the following two gauge transformations on the boundary matrix K + : 52) and
50) and
Proof. To prove the two decompositions of the transfer matrix we first remark that the following identities hold:
The formulae (3.9) and (3.54) imply the following chain of identities:
Similarly, the formulae (3.9) and (3.8) imply the following chain of identities: 
Proof. The decompositions of the transfer matrix given in the previous proposition can be rewritten in the following way:
once we use the properties (3.25)-(3.26). Then the identities:
that one can verify by direct computations, imply the announced results.
The functions a + (λ) and d + (λ) will be crucial in the SOV description of the transfer matrix spectrum and so will be the following properties:
Lemma 3.3. Using the freedom in the choice of the gauge parameters to fix:
keeping completely arbitrary the six boundary parameters, the following quantum determinant conditions are satisfied:
where: det
Proof. Let us prove only the identity (3.66) as the other one follows similarly. From the very definitions of these functions it holds:
The second line is obtained by using the identity (3.9) once we add to the first line the following term:
which is zero being: 74) for the condition (3.65). Then the third line follows as by dirtect computation one can prove: 75) and the last identity is once again due to (3.9).
SOV representations
Let us introduced the following gauge transformed matrices starting from the K − (λ) boundary matrix:
3) 
.., N} and r ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, (4.9)
then:
1 b ) for all the gauge parameters α, β ∈ C such that: 2 b ) for all the gauge parameters α, β ∈ C such that: 1 c ) for all the gauge parameters α, β ∈ C such that:
is left pseudo-diagonalizable and with simple pseudo-spectrum.
2 c ) for all the gauge parameters α, β ∈ C such that:
is right pseudo-diagonalizable and with simple pseudo-spectrum.
In the next sections we will show the theorem and clarify the terminology by an explicit construction in the cases 1 b ) and 2 b ). Note that the construction in the cases 1 c ) and 2 c ) can be induced from the cases 1 b ) and 2 b ) thanks to the β-symmetries (3.44). 
Gauge transformed reflection algebra in
β+N−n (ξ n ) is the covectorỸ β+N−n (ξ n ) in the local L n quantum covector space and N β is a normalization factor. Proposition 4.1. The state β| is a simultaneousB(λ|β) and B(λ|β) eigenstate associated to the eigenvalue zero, for which the following identities hold:
Proof. The proposition is a consequence of the following identities for local operators:
where we have used:
and similarly:
Simultaneous C(λ|β) andC(λ|β) bulk right reference state
Let us define the following state: 27) where X (n) β+N−n (ξ n ) is the vector X β+N−n (ξ n ) in the local R n quantum space. Then the following proposition holds:
Proposition 4.2. The state |β + 1 is a simultaneousC(λ|β) and C(λ|β) right eigenstate associated to the eigenvalue zero and the following identities hold:
(4.32)
Gauge transformed reflection algebra in left B − (|β)-SOV representations
The left B − (|β)-pseudo-eigenbasis is here constructed and the representation of the gauge transformed boundary operator A − (λ|β) in this basis is determined. In the following we will need of the following notations:
ζ −a−4 ≡ ζ −a + πω for a ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and also
.., 2N}, h n ∈ {0, 1} with h N+n ≡ h n ∀n ∈ {1, ..., N}, (4.34)
Morever, we define the states: 
where β, h| ≡ β, h 1 , ..., h N | for h≡ (h 1 , ..., h N ) and
Moreover, B − (λ|β) is an order 4N + 8 elliptic polynomials of periods π and 2πω:
40)
where q ≡ e iπω . A − (λ|β) is an order 4N + 8 elliptic polynomials of periods π and 2πω:
41)
Moreover, defined the operatorA
− (λ|β + 2) by the following action on the generic state β, h|:
then the operator:
44)
has the following action on the generic state β, h|:
Proof. The following boundary-bulk decomposition:
of the gauge transformed reflection algebra generator B − (λ|β) in terms of the gauge transformed bulk generators and the formulae (4.15)-(4.19) imply that β| is a B − (λ|β)-pseudo-eigenstate:
with non-zero pseudo-eigenvalue:
To prove the validity of (4.37) we can use now step by step the procedure described in [54] starting from the gauge transformed reflection algebra commutation relations. Under the condition (4.9), these relations also imply that the set of states β, h| forms a set of 2 N independent states, i.e. a B − (λ|β)-pseudo-eigenbasis of the left representation space. Moreover, the definition of the states β, h| and the commutation relation (3.41) allow to define the action of
.., 2N} once we use the quantum determinant relations and the conditions:
which trivially follows from the boundary-bulk decomposition:
where we have definedK
The fact that the operator B − (λ|β) is an order 4N + 8 elliptic polynomials of periods π and 2πω which satisfies (4.40) can be simply derived from the functional form of its pseudo-eigenvalues once we recall the identities 8 :
from which also follows:
The fact that the operator A − (λ|β) is an order 4N + 8 elliptic polynomials of periods π and 2πω which satisfies (4.41)-(4.42) can be simply derived from (4.40) by using the commutation relations (3.41). Indeed, shifting the variable λ 2 in λ 2 + 2πω and using the transformation properties (4.40) and (4.54), we get:
where f A − (β) (λ) is defined by:
which implies:
Moreover, by the definition (4.43) it is simple to argue that the operator A (0) − (λ|β) is also an order 4N + 8 elliptic polynomial of periods π and 2πω which satisfies (4.41) and (4.42) and then the same is true for A − (λ|β). These properties together with the identities:
A − ( ζ −a |β) ≡ 0 for any a ∈ {1, ..., 8}, (4.59) imply the interpolation formula (4.45) by using the following interpolation formula: 60) which holds true for any order M elliptic polynomial such that:
Gauge transformed reflection algebra in right B − (|β)-SOV representations
The right B − (|β)-pseudo-eigenbasis is here constructed and the representation of the gauge transformed boundary operator D − (λ|β) in this basis is determined. Let us use the following notation:
where |β is the right reference state defined in (4.27). Further, let us introduce the states:
h n ∈ {0, 1}, n ∈ {1, ..., N}. It is important pointing out that the states |β, h are well defined states being their definition independent on the order of operator
b |β) as one can verify directly by using the commutation relations (3.43) and the β-parity relation (3.45). 
Moreover, D − (λ|β) is an order 4N + 8 elliptic polynomials of periods π and 2πω: 
has the following action on the generic state |β,h : 73) where:
Proof. The proof follows as in the previous theorem. Let us first prove that |β is a right B − (λ|β)-pseudo-eigenstate. From the Proposition 4.2 and the following boundary-bulk decomposition: 75) it follows that the state |β is a right C − (λ|β)-pseudo-eigenstate; i.e. it holds:
Then from the identity (3.45), it follows that the formula (4.76) is equivalent to the following one:
Then by using the identities (4.78) and the commutation relations (3.42) and the formulae: Indeed, shifting the variable λ 2 in λ 2 + 2πω and using the transformation properties (4.40) and (4.54), we get:
Moreover, by the definition (4.71) it is simple to argue that the operators D
− (λ|β) is also an order 4N + 8 elliptic polynomials of periods π and 2πω which satisfies (4.68) and (4.69) and then the same is true for D − (λ|β). This properties together with the identities:
implies the interpolation formula (4.73).
SOV-decomposition of the identity
We can derive some important information analyzing the change of basis from the spin basis: 84) to the SOV-basis. This change of basis can be characterized in terms of the 2 N × 2 N matrices U (L,β) and U (R,β) :
where: 86) is an isomorphism between the sets {0, 1} N and {1, ..., 2 N }. The pseudo-diagonalizability of B − (λ|β) implies that the matrices U (L,ǫ) and U (R,ǫ) are invertible matrices satisfying the following identities:
(λ|β) is the 2 N × 2 N diagonal matrix whose elements, for the simplicity of the B ǫ -pseudo-spectrum, read: 
then it is diagonal and it explicitly reads: 90) once the function N β entering in the pseudo-eigenstates normalization is defined by:
Proof. The occurence of δ κ(h)κ(k) in (4.90) follows by the following identities of matrix elements:
indeed the condition h =k implies ∃n ∈ {1, ..., N} such that h n = k n and then it implies: 94) and so:
The diagonal elements M κ(h)κ(h) are obtained by computing
for any a ∈ {1, ..., N}. Being: 96) then using the decomposition (3.26) and the fact that:
it holds:
and then we get:
On the other hand the right action of the operator D − (ξ a + η/2|β) and the condition (4.95) implies:
so that it holds:
from which one can prove:
This last identity implies (4.90) being
by our definition of the normalization N β .
The previous results allow to write the following spectral decomposition of the identity I:
where µ ≡ β − 2, κ −1 (i) |β, κ −1 (i) −1 is the analogous (pseudo-measure) of the so-called Sklyanin's measure in the 8-vertex reflection algebra representations, which reads explicitly:
Separate variable characterization of transfer matrix spectrum
In this section, we show how the SOV approach allows to write eigenvalues and eigenstates for the transfer matrix associated to the most general representation of the 8-vertex reflection algebra once the gauge transformations are used. The SOV characterization here presented is the natural generalization to the 8-vertex reflection algebra case of those first derived for the 6-vertex case in [1] .
while the following identities:
fix the residues of t(λ) in the poles ±ζ −3 and ±ζ −4 .
Proof. The transfer matrix T (λ) is an even function of λ so the same is true for the t(λ) ∈ Σ T . Moreover, it is simple to verify the following identities:
from which the following identities are derived: 9) in this way proving (5.3) and (5.4). The boundary matrix K ǫ (λ; ζ ǫ , κ ǫ , τ ǫ ) contains the function θ 4 (2λ + ǫη|2ω), with ǫ = + or −, at the denominator of the off-diagonal elements, so it is simple to argue that for general values of the boundary parameters the transfer matrix T (λ) my have poles in the zeros of the functions θ 4 (2λ− η|2ω)θ 4 (2λ+ η|2ω). The residues associated to these poles follows from the following identities:
for a = 3 and 4, which are derived by using the following identities:
and 14) for a = 3 and 4 where this last identity follows from:
Let us associate to any t(λ) ∈ Σ T the following even functions in λ: 17) then for the previous lemma t(λ) is an elliptic polynomials in λ of order 2N + 6 which satisfy the following quasiperiodicity properties in λ w.r.t. the periods π and πω:
Moreover, t(λ) has values in the points ±ζ −a for a = 1, 2, 3 and 4 which are independent from the particular choice of t(λ) ∈ Σ T and completely fixed by the previous lemma. Then defined: 19) where: 20) one can observe that the elliptic polynomial j(λ) is independent from the particular choice of t(λ) ∈ Σ T . We can now prove the following complete characterization of the transfer matrix spectrum:
Theorem 5.2. T (λ) has simple spectrum if (4.9) is satisfied and Σ T admits the following characterization:
where Σ T is the set of the solutions to the following inhomogeneous system of N quadratic equations: 22) in the N unknown {x 1 , ..., x N }, where A(λ) is defined by: 23) where A(λ) satisfies the quantum determinant condition: 11) is verified, the vector: 25) with coefficients:
is the right T -eigenstate corresponding to t(λ) ∈ Σ T uniquely defined up to an overall normalization. 27) with coefficients:Q
L) If (4.10) is verified, the covector
is the left T -eigenstate corresponding to t(λ) ∈ Σ T uniquely defined up to an overall normalization.
Proof. The separate variables characterization of the spectral problem for T (λ) is reduced to the discrete system of 2 N Baxter-like equations: 29) for any n ∈ {1, ..., N} and h ∈ {0, 1} N . Here, the (wave-functions) Ψ t (h) are the coefficient of the T -eigenstate |t corresponding to the t(λ) ∈ Σ T in the right B − -SOV representation and the following notations are introduced:
This system of separate equations is derived from the identities:
once we compute the matrix elements:
Indeed (3.52) implies:
and t(±ζ
(5.34)
The system (5.29) is clearly equivalent to the system of homogeneous equations:
for any n ∈ {1, ..., N} with h r =n ∈ {0, 1}. Then the determinants of the 2 × 2 matrices in (5.35) must be zero for any n ∈ {1, ..., N} if t(λ) ∈ Σ T , i.e. it holds: 37) then the matrices in (5.35) have all rank 1 and up to an overall normalization the solution is unique: 38) for any n ∈ {1, ..., N} with h r =n ∈ {0, 1}. So for any fixed t(λ) ∈ Σ T the associate eigenspace is one dimensional (T (λ) has simple spectrum) and |t defined by (5.25)-(5.26) is the only corresponding eigenstate up to normalization. It is simple now to prove that the set Σ T is included in the set of functions characterized by (5.21) and (5.22); indeed for any t(λ) ∈ Σ T the associated elliptic polynomial defined in (5.17) admits the following interpolation formula:
as the functions j(λ) and l a (λ), as well as t(λ), are even elliptic polynomials in λ of order 2N + 6 which satisfy the same quasi-periodicity properties (5.18) and the interpolation formula is given on the 2(N + 4) points:
1 , ..., ±ζ 
and lim
for any a = 1, 2, 3, 4 and this implies: 43) which by using the right B(|β)-representation read:
where:Ψ
Under the most general boundary conditions the above inhomogeneous system of quadratic equations provides the characterization of the spectrum and replaces the Bethe ansatz formulation which applies only when the parameters satisfy the linear relation derived in [64] . It is however interesting to get a reformulation of this characterization by functional equations and the construction of a Baxter Q-operator can be important in this direction. In a next paper we will provide this construction based only on the SOV characterization following the approach defined first in [49] and generalized in [50] for cyclic 6-vertex representations. In the roots of unit case and for the most general boundary conditions this construction will be proven to lead to a Baxter Q-operator which is an elliptic polynomial in spectral parameter λ and so to a proof of completeness of the spectrum (eigenvalues and eigenstates) characterization in terms of a system of Bethe ansatz equations. Finally, we want to report that after the completion of this manuscript, we have remarked the interesting paper [83] which follows the series of recent papers [84] on integrable quantum models associated to spin-1/2 representations of both Yang-Baxter and reflection algebras. For these integrable quantum models T-Q functional equations have been introduced for the characterization of the transfer matrix eigenvalues by an ansatz using as starting point the identities relating the products of the transfer matrix eigenvalues and the quantum determinant in special points related to the inhomogeneities of the models. These identities can be proven directly at the operator level for example by using the annihilation identities of the generators of both the Yang-Baxter and reflection algebras for both the 6-vertex and 8-vertex cases. This approach was described for example in [56] in the case of the periodic transfer matrices associated to spin-1/2 representation of the 8-vertex Yang-Baxter algebra and in the case of the antiperiodic transfer matrix associated to the spin-1/2 representation of the dynamical 6-vertex Yang-Baxter algebra. In [83] these identities are derived using the reduction in zero to the permutation operator of both the 8-vertex and 6-vertex R-matrix. The link with the separation of variables approach is very simple to explain in all the integrable quantum models analyzed so far and associated to representations defined on spin-1/2 quantum chains [1, 2, 54, 56, 59 ] the compatibility conditions of the transfer matrix separate equations, i.e. the system of Baxter like equations of type (5.29) , are just the mentioned identities involving product of transfer matrices and quantum determinant (5.36). In the SOV framework these equations are proven to reconstruct the full spectrum (eigenvalues and eigenstates) of the transfer matrix when one analyze the full class of solutions to (5.36) in a known and model dependent class of functions. The clear interest in the paper [83] is that it proposes an ansatz 10 to associate to the equation of type (5.36) the functional T-Q equations in terms of elliptic polynomials, allowing a more traditional analysis of the eigenvalue problem by the analysis of a system of Bethe equations.
Scalar Products
The above analysis in SOV allows to get the following scalar product formulae for separate states; one interesting point about them is that they are mainly automatically derived and universal in this framework. 
Conclusion and outlook
In this paper we have considered representation of the 8-vertex reflection algebra and we have studied the quantum models associated to the most general integrable boundary conditions on the spin-1/2 quantum chains and developed for them the SOV method obtaining the following results:
• The complete integrability of these quantum models and the complete characterization of their spectrum (transfer matrix eigenvalues and eigenstates) in terms of the set of solutions to an inhomogeneous system of N quadratic equations in N unkowns, where N is the number of sites of the chain.
It is important to remark here that for the most general boundary conditions and values of the coupling constant η the previous characterization is not yet proven to be equivalent to a characterization in terms of Bethe equations and this equivalence can be surely proven only imposing some constrains on the boundary parameters or on the coupling constant. In particular in a future paper we will show as in the case η an elliptic root of unit we can derive for the most general integrable boundary conditions a Baxter Q-operator and rewrite the SOV spectrum characterization in terms of solutions to a system of Bethe equations.
• The action of left separate states on right separate states are written in terms of one determinant formulae of N × N matrices; these matrices have elements given by sums over the spectrum of quantum separate variables of products of the corresponding left/right separate coefficients.
These results define the required setup to compute matrix elements of local operators on transfer matrix eigenstates. The remarked similarities in the SOV representations of the gauge transformed reflection algebras and the form of the pseudo-measure entering in the SOV spectral decomposition of the identity for both the 8-vertex and 6-vertex case imply the possibility to solve in parallel these two a priori very different dynamical problems. In particular, in a future publication we will address the analysis of the following steps:
I) Reconstruction of local operators in terms of Sklyanin's quantum separate variables.
II) Representation of form factors of local operators on transfer matrix eigenstates in determinant form.
Let us comment that I) is a fundamental step in the solution of the dynamical problem as it allows to identify the local operators writing them in terms of the global generators of the SOV representation. In fact, this identification has represented a longstanding problem in the S-matrix formulation 11 of the dynamics of infinite volume quantum field theories and the lattice approach seems to give the advantage to make it solvable. Moreover, once it is solved it allows to compute algebraically the actions of local operators on transfer matrix eigenstates and write them as linear combinations of separate states from which the form factors can be computed by using our results on the action of left separate states on right separate states. Let us also point out that the reconstructions derived in the 6-vertex reflection algebra case apply also to the 8-vertex reflection algebra and that being both the gauge transformed 8-vertex and 6-vertex reflection algebra generators written as linear combinations of the ungauged ones, the solution of the reconstruction problem for the most general integrable boundary conditions is simply derived once it is solved for the ungauged 6-vertex one following the approach described in [1] . This last observation implies that we are already able to describe the matrix elements of a class of quasi-local operators for the most general reflection algebra representations of both 8-vertex and 6-vertex type; indeed, in order to do so we just need to elaborate the results of this paper, those of [2] and the matrix elements in the ungauged SOV framework derived in [1] .
